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Research Highlights

The research sought to identify the leadership initiative to attain business sustainability by integrating advance technology and capable human resources. While studying the performance of organizations in global needs, leads to creation of strong, skilled and competent leadership has ability to optimize measurable outcomes by using existing resources.

The objective is to create awareness across the industries for transformation of conventional and traditional practice to high fidelity technology and systems and training and development of human resource to meet fast growing challenges.

A quantitative technique was used to analyze the three factors leadership, technology and human resources skills are the mandatory strength for organizational effectiveness. A convenient sample was used to collect primary data through direct interview, The data enable to apply multiple regression models to be specified the correlation among the variables.

The results reflected several modalities as leadership role to envision and adopt new and relevance technology to boost the outcomes and develop employees’ capacity have positive relationship with firm performance. Recommendation was made to develop leadership profound skills and valuable insights regarding integration of new technology and enhance human capital, to achieve sustainable economic dynamism.
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Research Objectives

The background and aim of the paper to identify top talented leadership and integrate strategies into the process to provide opportunity to keep them in continuous development practice to acquire competencies. The missing factor is that most of the organizations could not able to integrate leadership developing plan into their process and resulting organization pays huge loss due to unavailability of competent leaders who could take right decision in the contemporary rapid changing technological landscape. In the absence of leadership development programme organizations bear a greater loss due to inadequate policies initiatives and lack of appropriate technological changes into the systems.

The objective of the paper requires competent leadership with profound strength, visionary and adequate knowledge for the relevant industry. In the absence of high fidelity technology which is required to add values into the product, we may able to run an organization but could not able to make it sustainable in regards with its people, product, process and ultimately financially strengths.

Significance reveals that leadership and human resources are competent enough to foresee rapidly changing landscape of technological advancement, demand of the customer and awareness regarding values of the products and services rendering are the needs of leadership initiatives and adequate decision to develop relevant strategies.

Methodology

Quantitative technic was used as methodology of the study to ascertain overall plan of the research, ways and means to be utilized and strategies taken to accomplish desired results. Selections of the variables are based on repeated used in the research papers to determine the leadership initiative and their strategies in organizational performance. The conceptual frame work of the thesis to determine both dependent and independent variable and their relationship to develop impact on organizational effectiveness were sought. Pilot testing and data reliability are the core functionality taken care for this study and obtained an authentic result. To find the relation a different approach and quantitative method of reviewing the structured data based on direct interview were used in the study.
Results

The result revealed that high quality leadership initiative especially to developing advance technological support in the process is the forefront to increase performance. The result shows that as the amount of skills and technology increase the external pressure increases to improve leadership competencies to provide tangible outcome for organizational effectiveness. While studying the core and overlapping relationship among all three independent variables reveals a positive relationship among themselves.

However, the organizational effectiveness are showing close and significant relationship 0.221 with the leadership initiative describing leaders must possess high level of conceptual skill to look into the future for taking decision to change in the policies and procedure. Interesting it is also noted that advance technology tend to relate closely to the leadership effectiveness and has a positive relation as such skills is required hands on and motor skill of the technology used in the organization, their process and changing pattern needed. The positive correlation between human skills and organizational effectiveness further confirms the integration between these two variables.

Findings

The technological landscape has been changing so rapidly that firms are finding it difficult to keep pace with ever-changing market situations. Leaders are of the view that advance technologies play the role of a business partner and a strategic enabler and in such a competitive environment, competent human capital has assumed considerable significance in achieving market niche. Leaders are endeavoring how to develop and leverage this human capital in support of business needs. To find a different measurable outcome requires changes in the process and adapt integrative approach for measuring performance. Results of the analysis reveals and demonstrated strong association with dependent and independent variables and identified that leadership competencies in taking initiative to adopt new technology and develop policies to implement is the forefront and spearhead process to achieve sustainability of the organizations. It is recommended that changing into the systems and process ultimately, enhances working process, structure of the organization, decision making and can effect on organizational sustainability.
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